
Idea is to understand digitalization and organizational change, 
forget about the hype and discover what it means and what all this 

really looks like in the actual work life.

Some funny and some sad stories included.

Organizational change in the 
digitalizational era

 NOW with even ✨ more
changes ✨ than ever before!

Woo hoo

In short: 

We will tell you everything we know about digitalisation and 
organisational change and why it's so difficult.

We won't tell you how to succeed. 



Your amazing lecturers today
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Karoliina Kettukari
Co- creating modern work and changing the organizational culture since 2011 
Head of Modern Work @ Meltlake, a Futurice Family company 
MSc / School of Management, University of Tampere 
Specialist Qualification in Product Development and Service Design
Microsoft MVP 
Prosci Change Management certified 

    linkedin.com/in/karoliinakettukari/
    @kettukari

https://www.linkedin.com/in/karoliinakettukari/
https://twitter.com/kettukari/
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ab ab

In the core of 
digitalization is not 

technology, but 
people and change.

ab ab

ab ab

ab ab

Change theories are like beauty ads.

They give you (false) hope.

ADKAR:
Research- based 
change model 

by Prosci

How the project is really going

Lewin's change 
model

Kotter's 8- step 
change

Action ResearchADKAR

McKinsey 7- SAppreciative 
Inquiry

How organisations change
 - in theory

How we 
sold it

Case example

https://www.prosci.com/
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Technology

 openai.com

Sora: Creating video
from text
Sora is an AI model that can create
realistic and imaginative scenes from
text instructions. Read technical report
All videos on this page were generated
directly by Sora without modification.
We're teaching AI to understand and
simulate the physical wo…



ab abPeople
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ab abMoral of the story?

The power of 
tradition

ab abAnother moral of the story?

“Five Monkeys Experiment” Never Happened. Obviously.
 

It’s a story. On the internet.  

ab ab
What monkeys have to do with 
digitalization in organizations?

 “I have no time to learn these tools” 
 

“Personally I don’t like to send messages.” 
 

”I cannot find the instruction paper on how to add 
the attachment to email, so can I send this issue 

to you tomorrow?” 
 

”Where can I find the Internet?” 

Constantly trying new things If you do not know how
something works, do not touch it

WE ARE NOT THE SAME

(Sad?) Citations from real life

Gen Z Boomers

What is the easiest way to 
make smart people 

stupid?

Hire them.

Here are the images illustrating the proverb "Old habits die hard," 
featuring an elderly person and an old, stubborn dog in a timeless 

setting. The scenes capture the whimsical and metaphorical essence of 
the saying with a nostalgic and somewhat humorous feel.

Tiktok is the most used 
source for NEWS for 

13-18 year olds in Finland
Uutismedian liitto (in Finnish)

Millenials

The most used search engine in organizations

Search for information 
➡

The information is 
brought to you

Algorithms AI

Example of a small thing that is 
a fundamental change in how 

we think and do at work

https://www.uutismediat.fi/ajankohtaista/uutisten-viikon-tutkimus-tiktok-on-noussut-nuorten-tarkeimmaksi-uutiskanavaksi-kiinnostus-omaan-elamaan-liittyviin-uutisiin-kasvussa/
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Reality we live in

Digitalization - but at what cost?

Will AI take our jobs...?

Case Klarna

Press release

Tweet by the CEO of Klarna

2,3M customer chats in 4 weeks

2/3 of the whole customer service load

81% quicker, with the same customer 
satisfaction

Does the job of 700 full time 
customer service employees

Finnish Institute of 
Occupational Health (TTL):

How is Finland doing

Aalto yliopisto: Etätyöstä eteenpäin (in Finnish)

PlaybookVision
Continuous 

development

Microsoft: Work Trend Index

https://www.klarna.com/international/press/klarna-ai-assistant-handles-two-thirds-of-customer-service-chats-in-its-first-month/
https://www.klarna.com/international/press/klarna-ai-assistant-handles-two-thirds-of-customer-service-chats-in-its-first-month/
https://twitter.com/klarnaseb/status/1762508581679640814?t=BYIL8G4QWX3COxltrX42ow&s=19
https://www.ttl.fi/en/research/projects/how-is-finland-doing
https://www.ttl.fi/en/research/projects/how-is-finland-doing
https://www.ttl.fi/en/research/projects/how-is-finland-doing
https://aaltodoc.aalto.fi/server/api/core/bitstreams/ed5dc199-dd9d-432c-a8f2-126a239ee0b0/content
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/worklab/work-trend-index/


Change in organisations

Resistance to Change
Inadequate Communication
Lack of Leadership Support

Insufficient Resources
Unclear Objectives and Goals
Poor Planning and Execution

Lack of Employee Involvement
Organizational Culture Clash

Change Fatigue
Inadequate Training and Support

Why change management fails?

Brought to us by Chat- GPT4
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Stories from the field



All you need to know in one slide

We are humans, not objects

"The only constant in life is change."
Heraclitus

And because we're humans, we thrive.

picture

Thank you! 💗

Karoliina Kettukari
    linkedin.com/in/karoliinakettukari/
    @kettukari

the 
end

https://www.linkedin.com/in/karoliinakettukari/
https://twitter.com/kettukari/

